Thanks a Million by Nikki Grimes

What makes you thankful?
A book?
Weekends?
Your family?
How do you say thanks?
With a flower?
With a chocolate bar?
With a surprise?

In sixteen extraordinary poems that range in form from a haiku to a rebus to a riddle, Nikki Grimes reminds us how wonderful it is to feel thankful, and how powerful a simple thank you can be.

My Personal Review:
I got this book from the public library in time for Thanksgiving. We read the poems together and discussed each one. My children are 9 and eight and yes some were a little babyish for the nine year old. we enjoyed them and the idea that there are some many ways to say thank you. I would recommend this book as an enjoyable family read and to give kids something to think about. Our project is to discover over the weekend how many ways to say thanks.
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